
B (Be Creative) I (I Can Do This - Building 
Independence**)

N (NOTHING but ideas to 
get you started)

G (Get Ready, Get Set, GO!) O (Own Your Learning!)

Have an outdoor tree decorating contest with 
your neighbors Learn how to do dishes & clean up after dinner Do…something outside with sticks

Walk your neighborhood & look @ your 
neighbor's decorated trees

Challenge yourself to read something new. 
Download an eBook or read a book that is not 

something you'd usually read. If you like fiction, 
read a biography or another type of non-fiction 

book.  
Have a family member trace your outline in 

chalk on your driveway or sidewalk & create a 
self portrait!

Organize your closet or your dresser Do…something with paper
Create a sidewalk long jump out of sidewalk 

chalk! Grab a measuring tape & mark feet (up to 
12!) Jump from a set line or do a running jump. 

From the sidewalk long jump: Figure out the 
difference in feet between jumping from the set 

line or doing a running jump

Learn how to make a friendship bracelet.  If you 
already know how, learn how to make a new 

style of friendship bracelet!

Create a map showing how to get from your 
school to your house FREE Play Knock-Out on a basketball court

Research 1 job you're interested in - Why do you 
like it? What kind of education is needed to do 

that job? Present this information to your 
parents.

Create your own String Art! Get a piece of cardboard 
and lightly sketch a pattern for your design. Squirt 
glue along the major lines of your design. Lay the 

string on the glue.  Let the yarn come to the edge of 
the paper. Continue gluing string to follow the lines 

of the design. You may want to leave some areas open 
for the background color to show through.

Learn how to make a simple dessert with a 
parent Do..something with acorns or pinecones

Play an old game called "StinkFish" - go on a 
walk & try not to step on any cracks or sidewalk 
squares with stamps or markings. Keep track of 
how many you step on - whoever has the least 

@ the end of the walk wins!

While you're on a walk, make note of 3 different 
birds you see or hear. When you get home, 

research them & identify what kind of bird they 
are.  The next time you're out, look for 3 

different birds & do the same thing again!

Patriotic Paintings - Cut any shape you feel like 
out of white paper. Paint your shape a bright & 

bold red-white-& blue design using stars & 
stripes!

Learn how to shake an adult's hand with 
confidence

Do…something outside with stones or pebbles Hula Hoop or Jump Rope!

Learn about the history or your house or 
neighborhood. When was it built? Who & why 

was it built? Put this into a presentation to share 
with your parents. Use your local online 

historical society information or other online 
sources for research!

*Each child is unique, so the grades listed should
only be used as a guide. Some children may be
able to do certain things at younger ages,
while others may not be ready to do them 
until they are a bit older. Parents should use their 
discretion. 

BINGO for KIDS Grades 3-5*


